English courses for Autumn and
Spring 2022-23
English subject knowledge and pedagogy for Teaching Assistants 2022-23 (Webinar)
Dates: 30 November, 14 December 2022, 20 January, 20 February and 10 March 2023
This five-session course is designed to help Teaching Assistants explore and develop effective strategies
for supporting primary pupils in English. Participants will engage in training and discussion that will
develop a greater understanding of their role, and equip them with a range of strategies, approaches,
resources, and techniques to continue to support pupils both individually and in small groups within
English.
Keyword Search: English Pedagogy
Price: Sub £235 / SLA £195 / Full £282
Effective Task Design to Achieve EXS Standard in Writing at End of KS2
Dates: 1 December 2022, 19 January and 9 March 2023 Fareham
or 6 December 2022, 20 January and 8 March 2023 Winchester
This course is to support Year 6 teachers in securing and improving EXS outcomes for the end of KS2.
We will focus on supporting teachers in using effective task design and text drivers to create a successful
pathway to achieving their Age Related Expectations. Sessions will focus on exploring the key
ingredients for success in a chosen form of writing and the importance of this in supporting the children to
meet key standards.
Keyword Search: Effective Task
Price: Sub £275 / SLA £200 / Full £330
Preparing for the Phonic Screening Check – Year 1 (Webinar)
Dates: 4 January and 16 March 2023
Designed to support Year 1 class teachers in analysing phonic assessment data to fine-tune provision.
We will explore key barriers to learning will be explored and strategies to close gaps in subject knowledge
and develop fluency in blending shared.
Keyword Search: Phonic Check 1
Price: Sub £140 SLA £100 Full £168
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Securing Standards in Writing (Webinar)
This course will focus on the teaching of writing. It will build teacher’s knowledge of the standards and
expectations of the writing curriculum. The training will support teachers in developing a pathway for
developing writing skills. Focusing on securing the basics, gaining confidence in writing and growing
writers.
Securing Standards in Writing in Year 3 (Webinar)
Dates: 19 January, 9 February and 16 March 2023
Keyword Search: Securing Year 3
Securing Standards in Writing in Year 4 (Webinar)
Dates: 5 January, 2 February and 9 March 2023
Keyword Search: Securing Year 4
Securing Standards in Writing in Year 5 (Webinar)
Dates: 12 January, 23 February and 30 March 2023
Keyword Search: Securing Year 5
Price: Sub £245 /SLA £200 / Full £294 (per course)

Building Vocabulary in Primary English 22-23 (Webinar)
Dates: 24 January and 7 February 2023
Even before the pandemic many pupils risked underperformance due to a word gap. Now there is an
even greater impetus to secure pupils’ vocabulary knowledge. ‘Building Vocabulary in Primary English’
will focus on practical approaches to increase the depth and breadth of pupils’ vocabulary, crucial to
success in English and beyond.
Keyword Search: Vocabulary English
Price: Sub £115 / SLA £75 / Full £138

Principles and Practice of High-Quality Phonics in EYFS and KS1 2022-23 (Webinar)
Dates: 25 January 2023
This course will support practitioners in developing subject knowledge and practice in phonics teaching to
effectively support pupils’ development as early readers and spellers from Reception to Year 2.
Keyword Search: Phonics KS1
Price: Sub £150 / SLA £115 / Full £180

Reading for Comprehension Toolkit training 22-23
Dates: 8 February and 21 March 2023
The highly successful HIAS ‘Reading for Comprehension Toolkit’ is a resource to support teachers in
effectively planning and teaching comprehension strategies explicitly in the classroom. This course will
provide the CPD required for effective implementation of the materials across the primary phase.
Keyword Search: Comprehension Toolkit 22-23
price: Sub £245 / SLA £165 / Full £294
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